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What Budget must take from rich, give to poor
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/gois-job-think-jobs/articleshow/97257739.cms

Employment recovery after Covid is modest. To change this, Invest in India’s small towns

The presentation of the Union Budget by the finance minister is an occasion to reflect on
both short-term and long-term economic policy and prospects. India’s economy as well as
the global economy have been through a rough few years with Covid pandemic followed by
the war in Ukraine. 

 In India, as per CMIE data, neither employment nor incomes have recovered completely in
aggregate terms, from the Covid shock.
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'MPs were sitting, I shot video...': Rahul on mimicry row

Kejriwal to skip ED summons, leaves Delhi for Vipassana camp

The secret of Trump’s appeal isn’t authoritarianism

Most-watched Indian shows and movies on Netflix in 2023

3rd ODI: India face South Africa in series-deciding match
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A checklist: Travelling abroad with your partner
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